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This guide contains:
roster overview 
create new roster
roster navigation
filters and display settings
roster views- shift, day and week
roster budget, costs and analytics
roster costs
toggle hours
copy roster
print roster



Rosters Overview
1 To access your Rosters. Go to Work > Rosters. This will display on overview of all rosters across all of your Operations. 
2. Click the arrow drop down V on the far right to view all rosters within any Operation.
3. You can also search for an Operation from the top drop down if you have many. 
 
 
 



Once you have some rosters created, this page shows a high-level overview of all of your operations(listed
alphabetically) including the number of shifts, staff and any issues that may need addressing. 
 
1. Select the Date from the calendar.
2. Use the Toggle to select the operations you wish to view. You can also Hide any rosters without shifts.
3. Click View Roster. You can also click on the roster titles to go to specific rosters.
If you have alot of operations, use Select Operation to select just one to view e.g. Caffeine Express Milton.

Rosters Overview



Create New Roster
If your operation does not have a roster
section set up (as per previous page):
 
1. Select + Create New Roster from the
top. 
 
2. Complete the details for the roster. 
 
Please note: You can create multiple
rosters for this operation after the first one
is created.
 
3. Click Save.
 
Your new roster will now display
alphabetically.
 
 
 
 



Roster Navigation
Below is a basic navigation of some of the roster functions.



Red shifts are errors. 
 
This means you cannot assign or offer the shift to an
employee due to an error such as no employee is assigned to
another shift, or their position is not applied to the shift. 
 
If you publish the roster, shifts with errors will not be sent out.
 
To view and edit all errors click Shift Errors at the top of the
roster.

Shift Errors



Yellow shifts are warnings. 
 
This means you can still assign the shift to an employee
but there may be issues such as the employee's last
shift was less than 10 hours ago. 
 
When you publish the roster, these shifts will still be
sent out. 
 
 

Shift Warnings



Approved Leave display on Roster
A calendar icon will display the
number of employees that are on
leave that week.  
 
This will only show where Leave
has been approved for employees.
Please note that any pending leave
applications will not display.
 
If you try to roster an employee
who is on leave on that day the
shift will turn purple.
 
Best practice: delete the purple
shift as the employee is on leave. 
This will avoid having both leave
and shift hours approved on the
same day.
 



Roster Filter

Operation
Specific Employees
Positions
Shift Status

Publish a roster for only one
operation
Build a roster for a particular
position (i.e. cleaners)
Filter your roster by shift status
(i.e. sent)
Publish a roster for one
employee at a time

You can filter which roster you
would like to manage, edit or print
by using the roster filters. You can
filter by:
 

 
 
This will be helpful if you would like
to:

 
 
 
 



Roster Display Settings
You change the display of the roster when working
on it, as well as for the print version. 
 
Click on Display and turn settings on/off to suit.
 
The more options that you toggle on, the larger
your shift boxes will be.
 
 
 
 



Positions: Position the employee is working on that shift.
Roster and Day Notes: Will display the corresponding roster
and day notes.
Comment for employee: Comments for a specific employee
and shift can be added to appear on the roster and/or be
visible to the employee. 
Availability: This will show casual employee's availability on
the roster. For example if they are not available or partially
available on a certain day this will show up on the roster
when printing.

 

Roster Display Settings
Shift start/end time: Useful if you want to display shift start time
only.
Break duration: Can display if breaks are entered when creating the
shift.
Pay Period Duration:  Shows your Rostered hours/ external rostered
hours (pay period hours)
External Shifts: This will show any other shifts the employee has
across other rosters. with abbreviation of roster  name e.g. B = Bar 
Employee Type: This will show the employee's employment type as
set on their profile i.e. Full-Time, Part-Time, Casual.



Roster Views
You change your view of the roster by shift, day
or week. 
 
Different views allow you to see the spread of
hours you have rostered, see how many shifts
you have on a day, etc. You are also able to move,
edit or delete shifts in any view.
 
The shift view is the most commonly used view.
 
 
 
 
 



Under the employee name, view their accumulative hours (total hours) for the week.
Under Tools use Toggle Hours/ Shift Times to change your view. Choose between view shift times view or hourly length of shift
(hours view).
 

Shift Times view
 

Toggle Hours, Times & Duration

Hours view
 



Roster Analytics
Each roster contain basic roster analytics located at the top right hand corner.
These include total staff, total hours and Estimaed costs, Average. cost/hour.
 
At the bottom of each roster you can choose which data you see e.g. by total hours, number of staff, and cost. 
 
There is also an option for analytics. If you use this button you will need to click to expand analytics
 



Copy Roster
If you already have previous rosters set
up, you can easily copy rosters week to
week to use as a template. 
 
1. Go into the week you wish to copy.
2. Click Tools, Copy Roster.
 
Please note: You will need to ensure
that you do not already have shifts in
the roster you intend to copy into. 



Print Roster
To print the roster select Tools and Print Roster. This will print based on your Display and Filter settings. For example you will see
any comments that you have set to visible. You can save as PDF in your print destination options also.
 
 


